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VOICES SHARING VIEWS IN INTERCULTURAL 
DIALOGUE  
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DON’T WE LAUGH THE SAME AS YOU? DO ISRAELI ARABS 
AND JEWS LAUGH AT THE SAME HUMOROUS SITUATIONS? 

Arie Sover1 

Abstract: This article intends to answer the question, is there any difference to the 
way Arabs and Jews relate to humor in Israel, taking into account that there are cultural 
differences between the two populations. This research, carried out in 2015, is a 
continuation of work carried out in 2013 and examined the same question2. In contrast to 
the previous study, in the current one, the group of Arabs was made up only of Muslims 
and the Jewish group was made up of Oriental origin Jews only. In the previous study, the 
Arab group was mixed, Muslims, Christians and Druze and the Jewish group was 
heterogeneous, made up of Oriental and Ashkenazi (from Western culture) origin 
participents. In order to answer the above question, we selected for both studies, the comic 
series "Arab Labor", broadcast on Israeli Television's Channel 2.  

Arab Labor is an aired comic series directed at a Hebrew speaking audience. It is 
the first comic series broadcast on a Hebrew speaking channel, whose stars are Arab 
actors speaking Arabic, directed at Hebrew speaking viewers who are mostly Jewish. 

The series depicts an Arab family headed by Amjad, who is trying to integrate into 
and be accepted by Jewish society. The close encounter between the two populations, Jews 
and Arabs, creates numerous conflicts and misunderstandings, which in turn, awaken 
stereotypes, fears, and each culture's beliefs about the other. 

This research seeks to examine the comic structure of the series on the one hand, 
and to examine the differences in Arab viewers' attitude to the series, compared to that of 
Jewish viewer's, on the other, and to see whether the findings in the previous study are 
repeated. The current study compared to the previous one, was carried out at the end of 
October 2015, at a time when security tentions were taking place between Israelis and 
Palestinian citizens of the Palestinian Authority, causing tension between the two 
populations, Jewish and Arab in Israel. Against this background, the way the two 
populations related to and accepted this series was investigated. 

Two main questions underpin this research. The first question - Is the series with 
its comic structure directed at all Hebrew speaking viewers including Arabs, or is it 
structured in a way that suits Jewish viewers in particular? The second question – How do 
Arab viewers respond to the series compared to Jewish viewers?  

From the research findings one can see that on a personal and social level, there 
is a relatively large gap between the two populations with regard to their relationship with 
humor in the daily lives as well to self-humor. The Arabs tend to laugh less at themselves 
and others, and especially at their society, while in contrast the Jews are more open to 
laughing at themselves, others and even their society. Another finding that emerged was 
                                                     
1 Prof. Arie Sover (PhD), Communication & Humor studies; The Academic Arab College 
for Education in Israel; Editor in Chief, Israeli Journal of Humor Research; Chair of the 
Israeli Society for Humor Studies. ariesover@gmail.com 
2 Sover, Arie. 2015. "Do Israeli Arabs and Jews Laugh at the same Humorous Situations? 
The Sitcom Arab Labour as a Case Study" In, Chlopiki W. & Borozovska, A. (Eds.) 
Culture’s Software: Communication Styles, Cambridge Scholars Publishing, pp. 39-53 
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that despite the tension between the two populations at the time of the current study, no 
significant differences were found between the two populations' attitudes to the series. 

Furthermore, there is no significant difference between the Muslim Arab answers 
in the 2015 survey and the Heterogeneous Arab's group that participated in the 2013 
research. In contrast, a difference was found between the two Jewish groups – the 
heterogeneous group of 2013 and the Oriental Jews in the 2015 survey. 

 
Key Words: humor, sitcom, laughter, superiority, satire, tension. 

 
 
Introduction 
 
The Series and Background of Broadcasting the Series on Israeli Television 

Arab Labor is the fourth sitcom focusing on Arab figures broadcast on an 
Israeli television channel. It was preceded by Aadel and Samira, with leading stars 
Lilit Nagar and Jack Cohen (1971), The Big Restaurant, with Bassam Zuamut as 
the leading star, broadcast for three seasons in the years 1985-1988, and 
Neighbors, broadcast for one season in 1989. All three series were produced by the 
Arabic Department of Israeli Television (IBA Channel 1) and were directed at an 
audience of Arabic speakers. The languages spoken in the series were Hebrew and 
Arabic, and all episodes were accompanied by relevant Hebrew/Arabic subtitles. 
Therefore, they were viewed by both Arabs and Jews. 

In contrast, Arab Labor is the first comic Arab series aired on a Hebrew 
speaking channel directed at a Hebrew speaking audience, meaning a 
predominantly Jewish audience. Four seasons of the series have been broadcast on 
Channel 2 to 2013. Its creator, Sayed Kashua, is an Arab journalist and script 
writer, who is deeply involved in Israeli society.  

The series focuses on the figure of Amjad, played by Norman Issa, and 
Abu-Amjad, played by comedian Salim Dau. Immediately upon broadcast of the 
first season, there were Israeli Arabs who criticized the series and the Arab actors 
participating in it for disrespecting Arab society by portraying it as ridiculous. 
Nonetheless, over subsequent seasons, criticism decreased and the series achieved 
great success within both the Jewish and Arab populations (Salim Dau, Telephone 
Interview November 29th 2013). The series has been highly rated (Avraham, 
2012). At the beginning of its third season, a 32% rating was measured – of the 
highest on television. Arab Labor won the Israeli Academy of Film and 
Television’s best comic series award for the 2011. 

Until the 1980s the Arab in Israeli movies on television and cinema, was 
practically non-existent, and if he/she did exist, it was on news or current affairs 
talk shows, and the connotations were negative (Avraham & First, 2010; First, 
2013).  

One exception was Khirbet Khizeh (1978) produced by Israeli Television. 
The film was the first televised attempt at criticizing the Arab-Israeli conflict. The 
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film was heavily criticized by the Israeli public as well as by many intellectuals, 
for serving as propaganda for the Arab enemy's position (Shohat, 2005: 236). 

The trauma of the Yom Kippur War and Israel's isolation among the 
nations of the world brought about a government changeover in 1977, with the 
Likud party, which represented the Jews who have originally emigrated from Arab 
states in particular, headed by Menachem Begin in government for the first time. 
In 1978, as a reaction to the change, the Israeli left established a political protest 
movement called "Peace Now".  

These changes; the trauma of war, political isolation, having Jews who 
have originally emigrated from Arab states in the center of the political arena and 
the political protest of "Peace Now", paved the way to a cultural change in the 
state of Israel: Increased acknowledgement of the existence of Arabs in general 
and Israeli Arabs in particular, and of the need to integrate them into the 
multicultural texture of Israeli society (Shohat, 2005:234-23). 

The Arabs who had been absent from early films started taking a central 
place in cinema (Gertz, 1988: 400). The films of the 1980s redesigned the 
cinematic representations of the Jewish-Arab conflict and challenged Zionist 
supremacy as it had been expressed in Israeli films of the 1930s and 1940s prior to 
the establishment of the State of Israel and in the 1950s after the state was 
established (Ne'eman, 1988: 406). 

Since the 1980s, for the first time in Israeli films, Arab actors have played 
leading roles. They are represented as human beings with human characteristics 
and behaviors, with which viewers can identify. They speak Arabic, a language 
that until then had been outcast, as representative of the enemy. The 1980s 
constituted fertile ground for the making of political films which directly touched 
upon the Jewish-Arab conflict. Films such as Daniel Wachsman's Hamsin (1982), 
Yehuda Ne'eman's Magash Hakesef (The Silver Platter), Uri Barbah's Beyond the 
Walls (1984), Nissim Dayan's Gesher Tzar Me'od (A Very Narrow Bridge), Rafi 
Bukai's Avanti Popolo (1986) and Eran Riklis's Playoff. These films were usually 
accepted by viewers, although there were those who did not yet tolerate criticism 
of Israelis or a partially sympathetic attitude towards Arabs (Shohat, 2005: 236). 

With the exception of Avanti Popolo, a melodramatic comedy, all the other 
films are dramatic and serious. Since then, Arab actors have played leading roles 
in Israeli films. In most of the films, the figure of the Arab is dramatic and serious 
rather than comic. An exception is The Band's Visit (2007), which is classified as a 
melodramatic comedy. It is interesting to note that in both comic films, Avanti 
Popolo and The Band's Visit, the figures represent Egyptian soldiers or policemen 
(respectively) rather than Israeli Arabs. It appears that Israeli viewers still find it 
hard to identify with a comic figure represented by an Israeli Arab.  

In contrast to films, the Arab figure has been absent from Israeli television 
channels; talk and entertainment shows, television drama shows and mainly 
comedy shows for many years. Research conducted in 2006 by the Israeli Second 
Authority for Television and Radio revealed that the Arab minority was the least 
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represented group on Israeli television, and representation is mostly expressed in 
the news and shows engaging in current affairs, but hardly in entertainment shows 
(Maoz & Steiner, 2011). A cluster of surveys conducted in the 1990s pointed to 
the rigid Jewish attitude towards Arabs, which have been deeply rooted in Israeli 
public opinion and reflected in the media accordingly. A change in covering the 
Arabs in the media began in the 1990s with the Israeli-Palestinian peace 
negotiations (Avraham, 2001: 185-186). 

A change in the representation of the Arab on television occurred in 2007 
with the broadcast of the first season of Arab Labor. The series was designed to be 
broadcast on a television channel directed mainly at Hebrew speaking Israeli 
viewers, meaning Jews. After 60 years of the state of Israel's existence, Jewish 
viewers are willing to accept a comic series on a Hebrew channel focusing on an 
Arabic speaking family, and whose main actor is an Arab. Has Israeli society 
changed? Does this indicate a rapprochement between Jewish and Arab Cultures? 
Can a comic series or humor bring cultures closer together? 
 
Humor as a Means of Criticism and Superiority Theory 
 
In order to understand the phenomenon wherein the Jewish public is ready to 
accept a comic series focusing on Arabic speaking Arabs, we must first refer to 
one of the main functions which humor serves – humor seeks to criticize. When 
people laugh together at humorous situations – anti-norm situations – they are in 
agreement that these extraordinary situations contradict the group's norms. 
Laughing in a group means one speaks the group's language of humor and agrees 
with the group's criticism (Koestler, 1964: 27-67; Moreall 1983: 43; Mindess, 
1971: 21-22). 

Group laughter strengthens the cohesion of the laughing group (Curry & 
Dunbar 2013; Davies, 2013; Fine, 1977; Sover, 2011; Terrion & Ashroft, 2002).  

Arab Labor aims to provide its audience, Jewish viewers, with anti-norms 
to laugh at. The anti-norms consist of two types: the characters unusual behavior 
and the stereotypical views Jews hold about Arabs. This argument is consistent 
with one of the main humor research theories according to which laughter at 
humorous situations expresses the laugher's superiority over a person or a group at 
which he or she laughs. This type of humor is sometimes accompanied by 
aggression and the need to humiliate the person or the society laughed at (Bergson, 
1975: 152-153; Martin, 2007: 45-46; Rapp, 1951). In each state and each region, 
people laugh at groups of a different nationality or region, who are considered 
different or somehow culturally inferior to the dominating group's culture; misers, 
idiots/dolts, cuckolds and more (Davies, 1990, 2008; Goldstein & McGhee, 1972: 
6-7; Sully, 1904: 108). 

Gruner maintains that aggressive humor does not testify to a person's 
negative character. He argues humor is likened to animals' play, where with 
humans, the winner ultimately laughs his "laughter of triumph" over the opponent, 
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and hence, humor and laughter point to the superiority of the laugher rather than 
the intent to hurt others (Gruner, 1997:9). Davies rejects the common Superiority 
Theory as it does not discern aggressive play from aggressiveness in the real world 
(Davies, 1990: 326). 
 
The "Clown Figure" and Stereotypes as Grounds for Creating Humor in the 
Series 
 
Arab Labor is largely based on the familiar clown's image known from its many 
forms such as; Grotesque, Ridiculous, Fool, Naïve and Harmless, from the 
classical theater of ancient times to current day cinema comedy (Sover, 2012: 336-
340). Amjad, the main character, and Abu-Amjad, his father, are two clown-
comedians who create comic situations based on their extraordinary behavior. 
Amjad tries his best to integrate into Jewish society, while the latter treats him 
with suspicion arising, inter alia, from stereotypical perceptions of Arab culture. 
Amjad is the Jewish viewers' "court jester" who aims to make them laugh.  

In order to make the audience laugh and enjoy the series, it engages in 
stereotypes and opinions about Arab society which are prevalent in Israeli society. 
The assumption is that the Labor is Arab and the laughter is Jewish. This notion is 
supported by the series creator, Sayed Kashua, "Slowly, through a great deal of 
humor and use of stereotypes, to calm the viewers and tell them I am with you, 
that we are on the same wavelength. All I have done was based on thinking of 
prime-time awareness. I had to develop characters that the average Jewish viewer 
would love…" (Zoabi, 2007).  
 

Reviewing the first three Arab Labor seasons, the following stereotypes 
which Jews hold about Arabs have been found: 
Season 1:  

A. Arabs do not adhere to driving laws; Arabs do not wear safety belts.  
B. Arabs kidnap Jews. 

Season 2: 
C. Arabs do not listen to classical music, only to Arab music. 
D.  Arabs cannot swim, that is why they drown in the sea. 
E. Arab culture is inferior to western culture. 

Season 3: 
F. Arabs cannot be vegetarians because they eat meat. 
G. Arabs kill women for violating the family’s honor. 
H. Do not buy cars from Arabs because they are unreliable. 

 
The comic situations in "Arab Labor" derive from the following sources: 

A. Comic-clown behavior of the characters. 
B. What Jews think or say about Arabs. 
C. What Arabs think about themselves. 
D. How Jews perceive themselves. 
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Some of the comic situations in the series are expressed explicitly deriving from 
the characters’ exceptional behavior or personality traits. 32 comic situations are 
based on comic-clown Arab figures and 9 Comic situations pertaining to Jews. 
Other comic situations integrate explicit comic situations as well as implicit 
circumstances, including Jews’ stereotypical references to Arabs in the series. 
There are 15 comic situations which combine the explicit and implicit levels based 
on stereotypes. In cases of integration of both explicit and implicit levels, the 
Jewish viewer recognizes the implicit level and identifies with it. This adds to the 
intensity of laughter which already exists due to the comic situation on the explicit 
level (See: Harvey, 1999; Boskin, 1987: 260) 
 
Research Method 
 
The research method is based on the analysis of comic situations in the Family 
Honor episode and a viewing survey among two groups of students: Jews and 
Arabs. 

The research questions were: (1) Is the series Arab Labor aimed at serving 
Jewish viewers needs of laughter and enjoyment based on the Arab characters and 
Arab behavior? (2) In what way is the series accepted by Arabs and Jews in Israel? 

The research hypotheses were: (1) The episode's comic structure is initially 
designed for Jewish viewers and in fact, it is about Arab Labor and Jewish 
laughter. 
(2) Arab viewers may be more hurt by the contents of the series than Jewish 
viewers. 

The Family Honor episode is one of the 12 episodes of the third season, 
which was relatively balanced in terms of Jewish and Arab characters' screen time. 
The 2013 survey was based on 67 students: 35 Jews and 32 Arabs. The actual 
survey was conducted among 60 students, 30 Jews and 30 Arabs.  

In contrast to the previous study, in the current one, the group of Arabs was 
made up only of Muslims and the Jewish group was made up of Oriental Jews 
only. In the previous study, the Arab group was mixed, Muslims, Christians and 
Druze whilst the Jewish group was made up of orthodox, traditional and secular 
Jews. The reason for choosing the make-up of the current groups was in order to 
continue the previous research and examine how humor is accepted in two 
subgroups: Muslims, who make up the majority of Arabs in Israel, and is most 
influenced by tensed relationship between Israeli and Palestinian citizens. The 
second subgroup: Oriental Jews because the tendency of Oriental Jews in Israeli 
society is to be more critical of the Arab population and of course, they too are 
influenced by the tensed relationship between Israeli and Palestinian citizens. 

Each group watched the episode separately, and afterwards, the students 
were asked to fill in a questionnaire which included nine questions: 

1. Did the episode make you laugh? 
2. Did the Jewish characters make you laugh? 
3. Did the Arab characters make you laugh? 
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4. Do you like it when your society is laughed at? 
5. Do you believe the Jews in the episode treat Arabs with contempt? 
6. Do you believe the Arabs in the episode treat Jews with contempt? 
7. Were you personally offended by the way the Arab characters were presented? 
8. Were you personally offended by the way the Jewish characters were 

presented? 
9. Have you changed your opinions about Arabs or Jews as a result of watching 

the episode? 
 
Research Limitations 
 
The survey did not relate to in-group characteristics such as age distribution and 
gender. Since this survey is the second of its kind, I chose not to address these 
background variables and suffice with raw results which can serve as grounds for 
further research. We should take in consideration that the research results do not 
measure the influence – if there is such - of the Arab group's need to identify with 
Jewish society as the dominant majority as a component in their reaction to the 
episode.  

 
Analysis of the Comic Situations in the "Family Honor" Episode 

 
Analysis of the comic situations in the episode, behavior, characteristics and verbal 
humor yielded 66 comic situations (including 28 verbal situations) classified into 

four categories: 
A. 10 comic situations based on stereotypical views Jews have about 

Arabs: 
1. Arab men control Arab women who are not free to do as they please. 
2. Arab men kill women who have violated the family honor. 
3. An Arab man cannot be a feminist; if he is, he is not a man. 

B. 32 comic situations based on Comic-clown Arab figures: 
The comic situations are based on the verbal or visual humor of 
Amjad, the main figure, and his father, Abu-Amjad such as: 

1. Amjad wears a Kipa (A Jewish tradition head cover). 
2. Amjad gives a lecture to a Jewish feminist group about 

women's lib. 
3. Abu-Amjad apologizes to a family member because he is 

wearing an apron (which is not an Arab man's behavior).  
 

C.  9 Comic situations pertaining to Jews on the explicit level: 
Only 9 comic situations were generated by the Jewish characters on an 
explicit level (verbal and visual)  

D.  15 comic situations pertaining to Jews, which combined the explicit 
and implicit levels: Meaning, stereotypical views that Jews have about 

Arabs. 
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Summary of Comic situations in the Episode 
From the categories of comic situations we learn that most of the humor in the 
episode is based on the Arab characters, especially Amjad and Abu-Amjad. Out of 
66 comic situations, 42 are based on the Arab figures. Additionally, there are 15 
comic situations which combine the explicit and implicit levels – based on 
stereotypes - where the latter intensifies the humor and the ensuing laughter. Only 
9 comic situations are created by Jewish figures that bear no relation to Arabs. 
Analysis results show that 57 of 66 comic situations are based on, or connected to, 
the Arab figures. The episode, then, reaffirms the claim that the work is Arab and 
the laughter is Jewish. 

At this stage I was intrigued to discover how Arab viewers respond to the 
series. In 2013 I had assumed Arab viewers would find it less funny, or even 
insulting and humiliating in some instances, assumptions that would prove to be 
completely wrong. In the current research, I wanted to reexamine the same 
assumptions in order to reinforce or refute them and as previously stated, against 
the background of tensions between the two populations at that time. 
 
Survey Results 
The survey consisted of nine questions, the answers to which were on a five point 
scale ranging from. 1 = Disagree to 5 = Strongly Agree.  
 
The current research results are presented together with those of the previous study 
in order to examine if and in what way the answers may be different. 
 
Question 1: Did the episode make you laugh? 
2015 
Jewish audience's score: 4.61; Arab audience's score: 4.52.  
2013    
Both groups gave similar answers with a mean score of 4.17, meaning the episode 
was perceived by both groups as very funny.  
 
Comparison between the two periods: 
It turns out that in 2015, the series made both groups laugh more than in 2013, 
with a slightly higher tendency in the Jewish group. 
 
Question 2: Did the Jewish characters make you laugh? 
2015 
Jewish audience's score: 4.23; Arab audience's score: 3.83 
2013 
Jewish audience's score: 3.62; Arab audience's score: 3.32  
 
Comparison between the two periods: 
In 2015 the Jewish characters in the episode made the two groups laugh much 
more than in the previous study. The Jewish group increased significantly from 
2013, as did the Arab group, in relation to the answers they had given previously. 
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Question 3: Did the Arab characters make you laugh? 
2015 
Jewish audience's score: 4.52; Arab audience's score: 4.17 
2013 
Jewish audience's score: 4.08; Arab audience's score: 4.17 
 
Comparison between the two periods: 
In 2013 both groups were made to laugh by Arab characters at a similarly high 
level. In contrast, in 2015, there is an interesting change. The Jewish group was 
made to laugh a lot more by Arab characters, but there was no difference in the 
Arab group score.  

 
Question 4: Do you like it when your society is laughed at? 
2015 
Jewish audience's score: 2.76; Arab audience's score: 2.35 
2013 
Jewish audience's score: 4.05; Arab audience's score: 2.73 
 
Comparison between the two periods: 
 
One can see a significant difference between 2015 and 2013 in the Jewish group. 
In 2015, the group of Oriental Jews tends not to accept their society being laughed 
at, whereas in 2013, when the research group was heterogeneous, openness to the 
possibilities of their society being laughed at was much greater. In the Arab group, 
radicalization is also seen, but to a much lower extent and they too do not like their 
society being laughed at. In this respect, both groups - Oriental Jews and Arab 
Muslims - show similar awareness with regard to this question. 
 
Question 5: Do you believe the Jews in the episode treat Arabs with contempt? 
2015 
 
Jewish audience's score: 3.28; Arab audience's score: 2.93 
 
2013 
 
Jewish audience's score: 3.27; Arab audience's score: 2.95 
 
Comparison between the two periods: 
In both studies there is almost no change in both groups. The results show that the 
Arab audience, less than the Jewish one, believed that the Arab figures constitute 
an insult, whereas the Jewish audience identified some disrespect. 
  
Question 6: Do you believe the Arabs in the episode treat Jews with contempt? 
2015 
 
Jewish audience's score: 2.71; Arab audience's score: 2.31 
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2013 
 
Jewish audience's score: 2.23; Arab audience's score: 2.37 
 
Comparison between the two periods: 
In 2015 there is a slight upward tendency amongst Oriental Jews to believe that the 
Arabs treat the Jews with contempt. Among the Arabs, the tendency moved 
downwards, that is to say that they rejected this possibility. Despite this, it appears 
that neither group felt there was much contempt towards Jews, although the result 
is lower than the previous question regarding the possibility of contempt towards 
Arabs. 
 
Question 7: Were you personally offended by the way the Arab figures are 

presented? 
2015 
 
Jewish audience's score: 1.76; Arab audience's score: 2.00 
 
2013 
 
Jewish audience's score: 1.88; Arab audience's score: 2.37. 
Comparison between the two periods: 
It seems that both groups rated any personal offence as extremely low in both 
periods. In 2015, one can see a decrease among Arabs since 2013, whilst there is a 
very small and insignificant decrease among Jews. 

 
Question 8: Were you personally offended by the way the Jewish figures are 

presented? 
2015 
 
Jewish audience's score: 1.66; Arab audience's score: 1.77 
 
Jewish audience's score: 1.80; Arab audience's score: 1.80  
 
Comparison between the two periods: 
In 2015, as in 2013, both groups ranked their answers as similarly low. It is 
interesting to see even greater decrease among Jews since 2013. 
 

                         Question 9: Have you changed your opinions about Arabs or Jews as a result of 
watching the episode?  

                          
                          2015 
                           Jewish audience's score: 1.61; Arab audience's score: 2.09 
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2013                           
Jewish audiences’ score: 1.75 Arab audience's score: 1.89.  
 
Comparison between the two periods: 
It appears that in 2015, like 2013, both groups have not changed their minds with 
regard to the other after watching the comic series. Despite this, we see a small 
difference between the two groups. The Oriental Jewish group took a more radical 
stance by a number of points downwards, whereas the Arab group showed by a 
number of points upwards. In other words, with regard to the two groups' attitudes 
in 2015, a reasonably large gap between them has emerged, the one has slightly 
changed its opinion, and the other appears to have intensified its unchanged 
attitude. 

This shows that comedy, as stated earlier, does not change world views, 
but rather relies on common, well known opinions and stereotypes. 
 
Discussion 
A person or a society laughing at others or at another society, feels superior to 
those being laughed at (Berger, 1987; Hobbes, 1977: 125; Ferguson & Ford, 2008; 
Keith-Spiegel, 1972: 4-39; Martins, 2012; Plato, 1975: 489; Vallade, 2013). 

Humor research conducted on mixed social groups found that the majority 
group preferred jokes which focused on the minority groups. However, the 
minority group also preferred the same jokes (Nevo, 2011). A comparative study 
was conducted in two American colleges, where researchers compared jokes told 
in one college where the majority of the students were African-American with 
jokes told in another college where the majority of the students were white. It was 
found that in both colleges, the African American students, more than white 
students, told ethnic jokes humiliating African-Americans (Middleton & Moland, 
1959) 

From the 2015 research findings, when comparing the Muslim Arab group 
and the Oriental Jewish group, changes, sometimes significant, emerge in relation 
to the findings from the 2013 research where both groups were heterogeneous. 
One must remember that the new research in 2015 was carried out against the 
backdrop of security events taking place between Israelis and Palestinians that 
influence the relationships between the Arab and Jewish populations in Israel. 
Despite this, in response to the question whether the series made them laugh, there 
is a clear increase in both groups. That is to say that it made more participants 
laugh than in 2013. In response to the question whether the Jewish characters in 
the series made them laugh, there was a slight increase in both groups. However, 
when asked whether the Arab characters made them laugh, there was no change in 
the Arab group's response, whereas there was a large shift upwards in the Jewish 
group. That is to say that the Arab characters made them laugh a lot. In response to 
the question whether they agreed that their society can be laughed at, in the 2015 
research it emerged that Oriental Jews tend not to agree that their society can be 
laughed at whereas in 2013 among a heterogeneous group of Jewish participants, 
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there was no problem.  The Arab group's answer to this question was close to that 
of the Oriental Jews although their level of opposition was even higher. In 
response the question whether they felt that the Arab characters in the series 
treated Jews with contempt, the response of the Oriental Jews whilst moderate, 
was greater than the 2013 results. That is to say that they felt that some contempt 
was shown by Arab characters to Jews. In contrast, the Muslim Arab group felt 
almost exactly the same as 2013 and their response was even more moderate than 
that of the Oriental Jewish group. 

Answers to the questionnaire in this research reveal no significant 
difference in the two groups' attitude to the episode they watched. Both groups – 
Arab Muslims and Oriental Jews - ranked the humor highly in the episode, with 
the Jews audience ranking it slightly higher than the Arab one. This means Muslim 
Arabs have no problem laughing at Arab figures even when it relates to a sitcom 
broadcast on a Hebrew Channel directed at Jewish viewers, when viewing takes 
place, as stated, during a period of security tensions that negatively affect the 
relationships between the two populations. 

Regarding the second and third questions, both groups stated the Arab 
figures had made them laugh more than the Jewish ones. This leads to two 
insights: the first is that Oriental Jewish audiences have no problem laughing at the 
Arab figures and accepting Israeli-Arab comedians on their "own" television 
channel. Neither do Arab viewers have any problem laughing at the same figures 
although they are portrayed in a somewhat ridiculous manner. The Arab viewers 
refer to the Arab figures as clownish characters not necessarily representing Arab 
society. This is much like circus clowns who remove themselves from the real 
world and transfer into a world of imagination with their unconventional clothes, 
excess makeup and extraordinary behavior. Their existence is limited to the circus. 

This claim is supported by the answer to the fourth question, "Did you like 
it when your society is laughed at?" Here the answer given by the Arab group was 
unequivocal: they do not like it. If that is the case, then how is it possible that they 
laugh at the figures in the series although they do not like it when their society is 
mocked? The answer lies in the fifth question, "Do you believe the Jews in the 
episode treat Arabs with contempt?" The Arab audience graded contempt towards 
Arabs in the episode even lower than the Jewish audience. These findings are 
further reaffirmed by the answers to the seventh and eight questions, "Were you 
personally offended by the way the Arab/Jewish figures are presented?" It appears 
the level of offence was relatively low in both groups, although slightly higher 
amongst the Arab viewers. 

We can also assume – even though it is not measured - that the Arab 
Muslims group reaction – laughing at Arab figures - could indicate that the Arab 
viewers identify themselves with the 'dominant majority' group in an effort to be 
accepted by them, by conforming to their norms. 

The phenomenon where Arabs laugh at Arab figures at the same level of 
enjoyment as Jews, who constitute the majority group, is consistent with many 
researchers' claims, according to which the social minority group perceived by the 
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majority as weak or inferior in some respects, takes upon itself the "social class" 
attributed to it by the majority. This group will then laugh at those humor 
situations where it is the butt of the joke, as an expression of submissiveness and 
acknowledgement of its own weaknesses, which do not correspond to the "proper" 
criteria set by the majority group. There are those who regard this behavior as a 
genuine or make-belief defense mechanism, meaning "I identify with the majority 
group so as to protect myself and not remain outside the dominating social norm" 
(Ben Amos, 1973; Juni, 1999).  

I doubt the assertion made by Mendelson-Maoz- & Steir-Livney (2011) 
that Kashua takes the stereotypes in the series to an extreme state of improbability, 
thus crushing them and extracting the Arabs from their usual stereotypical state. 
The comic spirit is nourished by exceptional personal and social situations as well 
as by the common stereotypes held by one group about another. Without them, 
comedy has no life. Comedy does not intend to and cannot change opinions or 
stereotypes. Evidence of this can be found in the answer to the ninth question, 
"Have you changed your opinions about Arabs or Jews as a result of watching the 
episode?" to which both groups gave low scores, which means no significant 
change has occurred. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Analysis of the humorous situations in the episode shows that "Arab Labor" is 
primarily directed at Jewish viewers. Sayed Kashua, the series' scriptwriter and 
creator, knew how to provide the comic situations required for the Jewish viewers 
to laugh when watching it. Out of 66 comic situations in the researched episode, 
57 are either created by Arabs or have to do with them; 32 of these comic 
situations are created by the Arab figures – Amjad and Abu-Amjad; 15 comic 
situations integrate the explicit and implicit levels, the latter also based on Jewish 
stereotypical views of Arabs. Only 9 comic situations are created by Jewish 
characters. Therefore, the research hypothesis stating that "Arab Labor" is 
primarily intended for Jewish viewers has been confirmed. In contrast, the second 
research hypothesis has turned out to be incorrect. In order to allow Arab viewers 
to enjoy the series, Kashua exaggerates Amjad's and Abu Amjad's behavior, thus 
giving them a clownish appearance which distances them from reality, so that 
Arab viewers can laugh and enjoy without feeling offended in any way.  

Answers to the questionnaire in this research reveal no significant 
difference in the two groups' attitudes to the episode they watched. Both groups 
ranked the humor highly in the episode, with the Oriental Jewish audience ranking 
it slightly higher than Arab Muslim viewers. This means Arabs have no problem 
laughing at Arab figures even when a sitcom broadcast on a Hebrew Channel 
directed at Jewish viewers is concerned and in a tense atmosphere between the two 
societies. 

With matters regarding Arabs, there does not appear to be any significant 
difference between the two periods with the exception that this series made Arab 
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Muslim participants in the 2015 study laugh more than the heterogeneous group of 
2013. In contrast, among the Jews, there were some relatively stark differences 
between the two periods. Oriental Jews found that the series made them laugh 
more in 2015 than the heterogeneous group in 2013. Similarly the Oriental Jews 
tended not to accept laughing at their society as much as the 2013 heterogeneous 
research group.  

Do the research findings teach us anything about Jewish and Arab cultures 
coming closer together?  

It is not possible to answer that question from this research. What can 
perhaps be assumed is that Arabs and Israeli Jews seem to be coming closer in the 
sense that Arabs try to assimilate into the 'dominant' group's sense of humor – 
meaning the Jewish group - by enjoying the same jokes and laughing at the same 
targets. What emerges from this study, like other studies of humor is that where 
people laugh together at the same humorous situations, there is a sign of common 
ground for cultures to draw closer. 
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